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Abstract—The article is devoted to the problems of effective use of political and administrative resources in the sphere of public administration to ensure the development of the Krasnodar agglomeration. The authors consider the conceptual, legal and applied aspects of its formation, in particular, the problems of choosing a management model, delimitation of frontiers, reducing the risks of conflict situations. Special focus is made on the dynamics and factors of the agglomeration development. The study has allowed concluding that there are a number of restrictions for its formation. They can be overcome with the use of political and administrative resources. Several options for their use in the sphere of public management are highlighted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Public management of urban agglomerations development in the domestic practice is characterized by a number of contradictions. Agglomeration discourse, the legal basis of which was laid in 2008 in the Concept-2020 [1], permeates a significant layer of projects and federal documents of strategic planning. In 2010 the government of the Russian Federation proposed the Concept of territorial reorganization, providing for the division of the country into twenty agglomerations with a population of more than one million people. The concept did not find its practical implementation, but in 2013 an Interdepartmental group on social and economic development of agglomerations was established. The working out of state support measures for the development and creating mechanisms for the management of urban agglomerations were among the tasks of the group. To implement these measures, the government of the Russian Federation has prepared a road map "The development of agglomerations in the Russian Federation", but this document has not been officially adopted, and respectively not implemented.

The Strategy of spatial development of the Russian Federation until 2025 [2] was adopted in February 2019. It operates with the terms "the largest urban agglomeration" and "large urban agglomeration". The programs directly aimed at agglomerations are developed within the framework of the priority project of the Ministry of Transport of Russia "Safe and quality roads". The preliminary Strategy for the construction industry development until 2030, that is currently being actively discussed, proposes "to introduce the concept of agglomeration into the legal framework as objects of planning for social and economic development and objects of land-use planning" [3], and to work out a single urban planning document for the entire territory of the agglomeration [4]. Nevertheless, it should be noted that a comprehensive state policy has not yet been formed in this sphere, and the lack of a clear definition and formalized representations of the concept of "agglomeration" in the federal legislation, as well as unified approaches to the analysis of statistical data and statistical information on agglomerations, creates significant problems for management practice.

At the same time, according to various expert estimates based mainly on population, Russia already has 17 largest agglomerations with a population of more than a million people and 28 large agglomerations with a population from 500 thousand people to a million. The agglomeration phenomenon understanding and development of agglomeration management mechanisms are actively carried out at the regional level. The process results in local laws on agglomerations development [5] [6] adopted by the RF territorial entities, approved land-use planning schemes [7] [8] [9], agglomeration development concepts, as well as intermunicipal agreements on cooperation for the purposes of agglomeration development. An analysis of the regional legislative system and experience of its application show that their content is institutionalized mainly in such areas as communication development, housing construction and forming of urban environment. It is submitted that in the present case one can speak about already established and emerging regional practices and models of public management of urban agglomerations development, which
require a more in-depth analysis, taking into account the specificity of particular agglomerations.

In the circumstances, the problems of organizing effective management of urban agglomerations and the choice of agglomeration management model are of considerable interest. Such issues are given significant attention in modern researches. However, while assessing primarily the economic, organizational, technological and other parameters of the effectiveness of one or another model, many researchers, in particular Russian, do not consider the public components of agglomeration management associated with political and administrative processes. In our opinion, this approach does not allow covering the entire field of management relations, in which the agglomeration acts not only as a subject of management, but also, in the face of the included development actors possessing specific resources, as public and political management entity. In addition, the most popular models mentioned in the scientific literature need to be adapted in most cases, in accordance with the characteristics of a particular agglomeration [10]. At that, it may be necessary to use poorly studied models or to create unique control systems. Finally, the problem is to determine the boundaries of the agglomeration itself and the composition of its constituent territorial entities. In that process there may be contradictions between the evolutionary and administrative approaches to its development.

In this study we analyze the possibilities of using political and administrative resources to define and intensify agglomeration potential of the societal development by the example of the Krasnodar agglomeration. Upon that, in our opinion, an important comment is that the purpose of political and managerial administration of agglomerations development in the market economy environment is not direct regulation, but stimulation aimed at creating conditions for more effective implementation of individual and collective strategies of economic entities.

II. THE KRASNODAR AGGLOMERATION: DYNAMICS AND FACTORS OF DEVELOPMENT

In the Strategy of spatial development of the Russian Federation until 2025 Krasnodar and its satellite settlements are considered as the largest agglomeration and prospective center for economic growth and the spatial development.

Long term period strategy of social and economic development of the Krasnodar region, developed by Consortium Leontief Centre – AV Group, highlights two historically formed agglomerations in the Krasnodar region [11]:

- the Krasnodar urban agglomeration – monocentric interregional agglomeration, the spatial core of which is the city of Krasnodar;
- the Sochi urban agglomeration – polycentric interregional agglomeration, the centers of which are Sochi, Adler and Krasnaya Polyana.

It being understood that the Krasnodar agglomeration is at the initial stage of uniting the four municipal formations of the Krasnodar region (Krasnodar, Dinskaya and Severky districts as well as Goryachy Klyuch) and three municipal formations of the Republic of Adygea (Adygeysk, Teuchezhsky and Tahtamukaysky districts) into a single socio-economic space with a population of over 1.4 million people. According to expert estimates, if the current migration growth tendencies continue, the population can increase to 3.2 million people by 2040 [12].

It is quite interesting to compare some indicators of the development dynamics between the Krasnodar agglomeration and historically traditional Moscow and St. Petersburg see "Fig. 1".
The figure shows that the Krasnodar agglomeration is characterized by a high growth rate even in comparison with Moscow and St. Petersburg agglomerations. At the same time the level of urban sprawl is estimated by experts as high (15 out of 17).

"Table I" presents the main mechanisms of formation of the Krasnodar agglomeration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of mechanism</th>
<th>Agglomeration impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative status of the regional center</td>
<td>The status of Krasnodar as the regional center allows for using the effect of capital city image, increases the attractiveness of urban space for business and residence, that makes possible for the regional center to receive economic rent. Also, the status of the city with a million-plus population allows for receiving a higher level of federal funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective intermunicipal activities of industrial and commercial enterprises</td>
<td>Enterprises extend their production and business activities not only to the target city, but also to its satellite settlements, considering them as a source of labor and consumers. Krasnodar is characterized by daily commutation from the suburbs to the regional center for educational and labor purposes. An important non-classical case is integrating spatial role of IKEA in Mega Adygea-Kuban shopping center which unites the location (aul Novaya Adygea) and the target marketing area (Krasnodar) in such a manner that residents of the center go to work and shopping in a peripheral settlement located in another territorial entity of the RF. Being aware of the remote location threat and the importance of Krasnodar consumers, the company invests in the development of highways connecting settlements and finances a system of free bus service between the districts of Krasnodar and the shopping center.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formation of new dormitory districts</td>
<td>Disproportionate development of Krasnodar on the right bank of the Kuban River has led to extensive construction of free spaces in the eastern, northern and western zones and the formation on this basis new high-rise and cottage dormitory districts. The expansion of dormitory districts actually connects the city with the industrial suburbs and satellite settlements, between which there were large spaces of inter-settlement areas before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of transport networks</td>
<td>The &quot;city-suburbs&quot; integration factor in relation to Krasnodar is the use of suburban railway electric transport and bus service, as well as the completion of construction of the Western, Eastern and Southern bypasses of the city. The authorities’ decision to implement a three-stage project &quot;The Krasnodar surface metro&quot; is a strategic decision. The first stage of the project will connect the village of Novotitarovskaya and Seversky district with each other and with the center of Krasnodar, as well as the northern and the eastern parts of the city. The second stage will connect the center of Krasnodar with the village of Dinskaya. The third stage stipulates the development of suburban high-speed railway links between the center of Krasnodar, the city airport and the Ust-Labinsk district [14]. Another infrastructure project of agglomeration value is the project of a multimodal transport hub in Krasnodar. In particular it provides for the construction of aeroexpress train branch line that will connect Krasnodar and its suburbs with the transport hub.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City-suburbs commutation</td>
<td>Daily commutation from satellite settlements of Krasnodar to the regional center for study and work, as well as periodic migration in both directions to visit shopping centers and for outdoor activities facilitate the formation of a single agglomeration space.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. FORMATION OF THE KRASNODAR AGGLOMERATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: BASIC PROBLEMS

One of the important factors of the Krasnodar agglomeration formation, while being not at the centre of public discussion, is the characterization of metropolitan management allowing to the fullest extent to consider features of the existing administrative-territorial division and socio-political relations. Historically, several municipal formations located in the Republic of Adygea lean toward Krasnodar. Their location reasonably creates a number of advantages in the development (proximity to the center of the agglomeration in the presence of free land, relatively cheap labor and housing, etc.), which is confirmed by the accelerated economic growth of these territories in the last decade. However, in the context of management relations, such a proximity has until recently been seen more as a problem. For example, when discussing in early 2018 the possibility of building a new bridge across the Kuban River connecting not only the city and the suburbs, but also two territorial entities of the federation, the Mayor of Krasnodar Evgeny Pervyshov voiced an opinion that the new bridge is primarily needed not by Krasnodar citizens but those who do not live in the city [15]. On that basis, the conclusion is that the daily commutation from one entity to another is a burden on urban infrastructure rather than a development resource. This view is hardly consistent with the vision of development in the framework of the agglomeration approach. Subsequently, the Mayor has changed his position [16].

It should be emphasized that any “world” city located by the river, develops on the right and on the left banks (London, Berlin, Paris, Beijing, Moscow), thus providing for the harmony of economic and infrastructural processes of spatial development. Krasnodar in its geographical expansion has been significantly limited solely with the right bank of the Kuban River and the M-4 “Don” federal highway. The agreements of the Krasnodar region administration and the Government of the Republic of Adygea on the construction of the bridge allowed forming a new approach to the agglomeration development, overcoming the above-mentioned limitation.

The recent choice of the concept of Krasnodar development in the agglomeration format [17] indicates that the process of its formation has moved to the stage of political and managerial decisions. At the same time, the vision of its management model has not yet been formed by political and administrative methods. This hinders the start of public discussion. In our opinion, it would be highly undesirable to ignore this procedure, because without discussion, important problems, especially the society and municipal structures perception of ideas and plans for the development of agglomeration may remain outside the planning process. The announced proposal to create such a body as the Agglomeration Council [18] suggests that this is about the choice of a one-level contractual model based on intermunicipal cooperation and characterized by a low level of centralization. For this model to function effectively it is necessary to meet specific characteristics such as negotiability and consistency between municipalities with the support “from below” (the creation of public advisory structures), and “from above” (on the basis of an agreement with the authorities of the federation constituent entity) [19]. However, in the case of the Krasnodar agglomeration the situation is aggravated by its location on the territory of two constituent entities, that raises additional questions: whether agreements would be concluded with each of these entities; whether these entities would conclude any agreements among themselves and create agglomeration management structures; how would possible conflicts between municipalities and entities be resolved, whether federal intervention would be necessary for this, etc. In practice, therefore, one-level model can be transformed into two- and even three-level.

Among the Russian agglomerations, the St. Petersburg one being also located on the territory of two constituent entities of the Russian Federation, is the most similar to Krasnodar in this respect. Inasmuch as its formation began earlier, it is possible to consider the existing experience in the application of political and administrative resources in this process. The agglomeration Coordination Council was established here as a governing body, which includes the representatives of St. Petersburg and the Leningrad region authorities. Though the Council's decisions are of a recommendatory nature [20]. Decisions and legal acts can be made only by the constituent entities of the Russian Federation, i.e. the Council cannot be considered as the agglomeration management body. Institutional constraints to a significant degree restrain the development of agglomeration and solution of legal, economic, migration and other problems. In particular, it is not possible to redistribute taxes between constituent entities of the Russian Federation, it is difficult to coordinate general plans between municipalities, etc. Thus, there are not enough tools to solve joint problems [21]. Therefore, political and administrative resources cannot fully be used to solve problems arising in the sphere of public management. The scientific literature gives consideration to both stimulating and binding methods of solving political and managerial contradictions [22], but so far in practice they are implemented insufficiently. A similar situation with a high degree of probability awaits the Krasnodar agglomeration.

It should also be noted that in the case of the St. Petersburg agglomeration, the main solutions are adopted straight at the level of constituent entities of the Russian Federation, whereas at the formation of the Krasnodar agglomeration we are talking about integration of the municipalities that are controlled by different constituent entities of the Russian Federation. Despite the formal independence of local self-government, the real level of authority of municipal governments is not so great to exercise the metropolitan administration without political and administrative intervention of regional government bodies. It must therefore be a question of the format and boundaries of such intervention, as well as its institutional design. Direct borrowing of world or domestic experience is hardly productive here.
In addition, the analysis of the development experience of the St. Petersburg agglomeration indicates the need of taking into account federal interests and development projects in the planning process. Indeed, the process of discussing the concept of its development revealed the restrictions related to the lack of federal decisions allowing to approve the Strategy of social and economic development of the formed macroregion [23]. At the present time, due to the adoption of the Strategy of spatial development of the Russian Federation [24], this problem is partially solved, but not entirely eliminated. But then, the federal intervention of one form or another (for example, arbitration) may be needed directly in the process of governance, for example, in the event of conflicts with an insufficient level of institutionalisation. Federal political and administrative resources can be used here to reduce the negative effects of conflicts and fix them up.

Among other development risks arising in the public sphere, for the regulation of which the political and administrative potential of government as well as public structures may be required, it is necessary to highlight the ethnopolitical component of integrative processes. Its presence is diagnosed on the basis of the reaction of some Circassian activists recorded by the Internet media [25]. So far such speeches are rare and can be considered as marginal, but referring to the history of the integration/disintegration of the territories of Krasnodar region and the Republic of Adygea, we can highlight this factor as a significant one. In particular, the broad integrating initiative of the federal center, put forward in 2004, was denied primarily due to its use upon the combination of political and administrative resources of state and local government bodies, as well as the public and political potential of public organizations and the inclusion of ethnic discourse in the agenda [26]. For now, this factor in the development of the Krasnodar urban agglomeration is “sleeping”, but the probability of its “awakening” exists and needs to be diagnosed.

Substantial problem of spatial development that requires application of political and administrative resources for its solution is the determining of the agglomeration actual boundaries. It should be noted that in foreign practice, the delimitation of agglomerations is not a problem, because in most countries the criteria for classifying territories as agglomerations (or their analogues) are well formalized at the country level, and the boundaries of agglomerations are usually limited to the boundaries of the geographical administrative divisions forming them. In domestic practice, the most well-known methods are held by the basic indicators of agglomeration, which is considered as a set of core and homogeneous periphery. The basic indicators are usually the population of the agglomeration core, the timing transport accessibility from the satellite zone cities to the core center, the number of urban settlements in the satellite zone. Given the low level of development and reliability of official statistics, such approaches have additional restrictions on the use.

IV. CONCLUSION

Thus, the main problems of using political and administrative resources as the sources of agglomeration development are:

- Initiation of and creating constitutional framework for institutional changes that are necessary to adjust the state and municipal system to manage them as the circumstances require (creation of appropriate management formats, legislative basis, etc.).
- Definition and formation of agglomeration management model in accordance with its peculiarities;
- Stimulating the development of the public sphere in the agglomeration social setting, creating favorable conditions for the implementation of projects of various scale, mechanisms for the organization of negotiation processes;
- Settlement of certain contradictions in the public sphere that require the intervention of a “third party”.

The agglomeration agenda, which is intensively articulated in the public management space, contributes to the development of political and administrative practices of agglomeration management, and also becomes the subject of considerable public expectations. Changes in legislation and regional policy, the creation of mechanisms for intermunicipal and interregional cooperation on the most important issues of territorial significance are important tools in the formation of agglomeration management model and institutionalization of evolutionary practices.

At the same time, in the Krasnodar region as in other regions, the implementation of conditions conducive to the transition to “agglomeration rails” of development depends not only on the federal agenda, but also on the actions taken at the local level. Moreover, the viability of many initiatives "from above" is determined by the degree of readiness of local communities for the appropriate changes.

Despite the significant intensification of scientific inquiry, the problem of developing conceptual and analytical approaches, as well as explanatory models that can provide a balance between the established practices of agglomeration management and theoretical constructs, remains highly relevant.
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